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Typically, when you think of drones, you think of
ariel photography and cool panoramic video shots
of outdoor landscapes and scenes, but the real
potential and power of drone technology lies well
beyond cool videos and pictures.
One industry in particular in which drone
technology has already begun to be applied (and
which promises much more) is in the world of
landscape architecture, design, and construction.
SURVEY APPLICATIONS
The ability to gather accurate data about the
topography of a site or location is clearly the most
important application relevant to anyone looking to
do any architecture, design, or construction in an
area of land.
So for example, for your typical land development
property or residential property you can get 4K or
5K still images in video, 12-20 megapixel images,
and then run them through analytics and you can
get elevation changes down to 4 inches - and that’s
just with a standard digital sensor.
With LIDAR, which is a whole other step above,
you can get even more extremely accurate readings.
Using the drone-retrieved data, you are able to
record all your site analysis information in hyper
accurate detail, and you can get it all in a period of
about an hour. Traditionally, this detail and data
could take you days to gather, and even then, not to
the degree or detail a drone could provide.
Now you can set your finished floor elevation of
your building and the drone data can be compared
against that and you have a relative elevation
change.

With this data, you can accurately figure out what
your drainage issues are or will potentially be if at
all, what the slopes of your landscapes are going to
be, how many steps do you need, etc.
And you are arriving to these critical conclusions
with far more accuracy and for more efficiently
than you ever would have been able to do by hand,
and without spending hours and hours or days
with a civil engineer.
CONSTRUCTION APPLICATIONS
Then you get into construction applications...
You can also take these photos of the construction
site and show the construction workers different
details from different vantage points and provide
them a perspective and context that they’d never
would have been able to see in the past without
getting on a ladder, climbing a tree, or inside a
flying airplane.
Using drone data, you can essentially calculate your
volume of cut and flow that you’ll need and how
much material you’re going to be taking off site.
And whether you are a construction person,
landscape architect, architect, or client, you can
reduce liability issues and increase safety as well as
visibility by doing real-time construction
inspections of workmanship with drones instead of
having to use ladders or lifts.
As Built Drawings
Many in the construction industry cringe when
asked by the client, “where’s my as built of
irrigation?”.
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An as built -- which is an actual picture or drawing
of what was built -- can be difficult to portray easily
or accurately due to the nature of the construction
process. Site drawings are not always updated
according to every or all minor adjustments done
on-the-fly in the field during construction.

kind of image, but its at 150, 200, or 300 feet and at
very high resolution - so accurate that you can
zoom in and see the real delineation of steps.

Using drone-retrieved data and imaging however,
we can create accurate as built drawings efficiently
and effectively. You can easily show where every
little irrigation head is, where the lighting has been
placed, where the plantings are, etc. - and provide it
as you customarily would either via a rural
2-dimensional or 3D photograph or simply a black
and white plan.

“everybody sees what the
project is going to look like
before you ever move a
piece of dirt...” ~ Ed Ball
Property Management
What I have found is that a lot of property
managers don’t really look at the drawings as
much as they gravitate to the photographs or
orthomosaic photographs -- so they can visually see
for example, ‘ok, this is where my irrigation head
is’, or ‘this is where my valve box is for irrigation’.
How many people run into losing track of utilities
because the boxes are buried! Well now, we can
provide that information to our clients through
photographs using our drones.
We stitch all of the photographs together in what is
called a orthomosaic very much like a Google earth
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Orthomosaic Image courtesy of Ed Ball Landscape Architecture

Farming
The potential and in-use drone tech applications for
the farming industry and for farmers in particular
are notably long. Whether we’re talking about using
the land as nurseries for growing trees or for the
farming of crops, the drone data can retrieve
powerfully revealing plant data quickly and
accurately.
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You can make observations regarding plant health,
you can gather data on plant height, you can look at
chlorophyll content, and determine where you need
to fertilize or where you don’t have to. You can see
where water is pooling or see reasons why
germination rates may be low or high in a section of
land.
CLIENT APPLICATIONS

analytics that can be taken from just simple
photographic sensors can be helpful to all.
Clients appreciate the near real-time photos you can
send them during the construction process with
ariel snapshots -- to convey general progress.
Clients are affirmed of their ideas with the 3D
Renderings and models. Landscape Architects and
builders are confident of how the big picture will be
constructed.

3D Renderings & Pre-Build
Using drone information, you can create 3D models
that match the land area and now you can literally
show your client what the design will look like by
super-imposing that into a photograph or creating a
whole new visual landscape with a 3D rendering.
Whether its the design phase or whether you are
still in the pre-sale phase, being able to provide 3D
Photo-realistic Illustrations can be immensely
practical and affirming. Often times for example,
you may be dealing with a husband and wife team
who have different visualization mechanisms, so
ultimately, if they’re looking at a 2D plan, they’re
seeing or imagining from two different
perspectives.
The 3D renderings however puts everybody on the
same page and everybody sees what the project is
going to look like before you ever move a piece of
dirt or transplant a tree or demolish anything that’s
existing.
Client Care & Quality
Drone applications as briefly highlighted here can
positively benefit all parties of a construction
project. From architect to client, from efficiency to
client customer care, the drone data and imaging
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Conclusion
As in other sectors of life, drone technolgoy is here
to stay and, in fact, is developing and evolving
every day in the world of landscape architecture,
design, and construction.
Therefore, given that many applications both now
and potentially in the near future are beneficial to
both the business/developer/designer side as well
as to the client/consumer side, it seems only
prudent to not only be aware of this emerging
technology, but rather, to also proactively seek its
benefits -- either as a business seeking to maintain
competitive advantage or as a client seeking the
best technolgy has to offer.
In short, from the design phase to construction, to
post-construction, to client care and
communications throughout, drone technology is
changing the game.

About Ed Ball
Ed Ball is Principal Architect and Designer
of Ed Ball Landscape Architecture -- a premiere full-service
landscaping company based out of Northern Virginia.
If you are a professional in the industry and would like to
make contact or partner up on a future project, please
contact me.

